
Literary Obfuscation 

Inspired by this year’s MIT Mystery Hunt, each of the following sentences or phrases comes from a 
well-known novel, and has been “translated” by using more complex words to obscure the well-known 

quote. The original puzzle, which was written by puzzling team                       Galactic Trendsetters 

                     , has been adapted for this trivia round. Can you name the book that the obfuscated quote 
comes from? 

 

1. In a tone of grave sobriety, I seal a pact vowing that my plans and intentions for the events 

which will soon transpire are of dubious intention. 

2. It was simultaneously the superlative among temporal happenstance, as well the most 

dreadfully abysmal among said happenstance.  

3. Within the kingdom Metazoa, which consists of multicellular eukaryotic organisms, 

members share a state of mutual equivalence along one or more axes, yet select members 

present this property more saliently. 

4. I will my being into a state of calmness, for what is that luminescence traversing the 

diaphanous casement? It is none other than the orient, and the member of the homo sapiens 

species for which my aortic valves pump ceaselessly is the plasmic sphere which bestows 

life in the galaxy. 

5. The rejoinder to the ubiquitous inquisition of carbon-based viability, the infinite cosmos, 

and the aggregate is double the age at which imbibement of fermented beverages begins 

legality in the USA. The Answer to the ultimate question of Life, The Universe and 

Everything is…42! 

6. Betiding or ceasing - thus the catechism.  

7. The moment at which one engages in sport involving the catbird seat, two quantum states 

present themselves: on the one hand, one may exalt in triumph, but on the other, one may 

expire. 

8. I call upon the causal implicature whose antecedent is my transpired decision to relinquish 



my right of proprietorship over my unitary essence of existence and will, and whose natural 

predicate wherefore is that you should contractually confer my right of proprietorship over 

mine own proper appellation back to me. 

9. Maintain the aurum of thine being, androequus, maintain the aurum of thine being. 

10. Plebeians regard it in accord that androus beings with opulent inheritances are generally 

attempting to rectify their solitary condition by establishing tenancy by the entirety with a 

gynous being. 


